OCEAN HOUSE MANAGEMENT OFFERS SPECIAL GIFT
AND OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE AND WIN THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
Leading Resort Collection Announces Innovative Gift and Three “Golden Tickets”
WATCH HILL, R.I. (October, 2017) – The Ocean House Management (OHM) Collection,
featuring the Relais & Châteaux Ocean House, Weekapaug Inn and Watch Hill Inn, today
announced its special holiday offering, a limited-edition toy and opportunity to win a memorable
experience and weekend getaway. Perfect for this year’s gift giving season, only 500 hand-made
plush toys will be available for purchase and proceeds will go to the Ocean House Fund, and to
children in need.
The 2017 first collectors’ edition of this special toy is named “Kevin,” in honor of the longest
tenured bellman at the acclaimed and Forbes Triple Five Star Ocean House in Watch Hill, Rhode
Island. The plush collectible is dressed in an Ocean House bellman uniform complete with logo
buttons from the actual bellman coats worn by the resort team. Future editions in coming years
will be inspired by positions at sister properties, including the Weekapaug Inn and Watch Hill
Inn.
Opportunity to Win A Memorable Experience
Three of the 500 Kevin Snow-Bellman toys will include a special Ocean House “Golden Ticket.”
With every Snow-Bellman purchased, individuals have the opportunity to win three grand prizes,
one from each of the three OHM Collection hotels. Winners will enjoy a two-night stay in a
Signature Suite at either the Ocean House, Weekapaug Inn or Watch Hill Inn; daily breakfast;
and dinner for two in either COAST at the Ocean House or The Restaurant at the Weekapaug
Inn.
Ocean House is the only AAA Five-Diamond and Forbes Triple Five-Star rated resort in Rhode
Island and is one of New England’s most grand hotels, perched high on the bluffs in Watch Hill,
Rhode Island. Weekapaug Inn, in nearby Weekapaug, Rhode Island, offers guests a magical and
relaxing experience with its natural waterfront setting. Watch Hill Inn, set along the bay and
offering perfect sunsets, features the heritage of this scenic property paired with modern
conveniences. All OHM Collection properties are known for elegant and comfortable décor,
waterfront amenities and exquisite culinary experiences.
Kevin, The Snow-Bellman
Hand-made with luxurious fabrics and detailed embroidery, the 10” limited-edition SnowBellmen stuffed toy is packaged in custom-made white snow boxes. The toy is available for
purchase for only $60 plus postage at the Ocean House resort or online at (insert link) while
quantities last. Individuals who purchase Kevin the Snow-Bellman are encouraged to share
photos and experiences as they travel with their personal snow-bellman with the hashtags
#snowbellman, and #OHmoments.
Kevin, the Snow-Bellman, is part of the Ocean House’s extensive list of holiday events,
traditions and celebrations for guests and the community. For more information, visit
http://oceanhouseevents.com.
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About Ocean House Fund for Charitable Giving
Each year, the Ocean House helps raise funds for a variety of charities through our event
programing, charity drives, and guest and employee donations.
In 2017, the Ocean House Fund was created in cooperation with the Rhode Island Foundation,
focusing on philanthropic efforts to support children, the disadvantaged, and foodways related
causes in our New England area. The Ocean House Fund was inspired by the generosity of
OHM Founders Charles and Deborah Royce and their commitment to the community.
About Ocean House Management
Since the redevelopment of the Forbes Triple Five Star and AAA Five Diamond Ocean House in
2010, Ocean House Management, LLC has grown from a single luxury hotel to a collection of
some of the most prestigious hotels in New England. Each hotel is a destination in its own right,
with its own name and personality, and is managed by one of the best hoteliers in the business.
The Ocean House Management Collection is comprised of the Ocean House, in Watch Hill,
Rhode Island; the Weekapaug Inn, in Weekapaug, Rhode Island; and the Watch Hill Inn, in
Watch Hill, Rhode Island.
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